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THE SEARCH FOR THE SAXON CHAPEL ON CHAPEL
HAY, CHURCHDOWN
Michael Philpott
As part of my research into the Chapel Hay site (GSMR6680) I
have been analysing the data contained in a BGAS excavation
report written in 1924 when a cemetery was uncovered during
the leveling of the then United Services Club tennis courts. The
report is entitled, Excavations at Chapel Hay Churchdown 1923;
BGAS Vol 45 P277-284 by R.W. Murray and dates the cemetery
to 13��/14thC, which I and others now dispute (ref BGAS 123
(2005), 87-93, P.W.Nichols) since the basis for the dating is not
scientific and the majority of archaeological evidence reported
does not support that dating.
The description of a prone and crouched burials on the site
suggests an origination date for the cemetery of possibly 2nd
to 4th century, and probably a later date for at least some of
the inhumations given the condition of the teeth, which were
reported to have little or no evidence of dental caries. Another
significant feature of the site was the discovery of a previously
unidentified kiln and the presence of unassociated quantities of iron dross. By comparison with recent kiln excavations the evidence suggests
the kiln was an early pottery kiln, possibly used with a reducing atmosphere. It is apparently not uncommon to find iron smelting and working
in association with pottery kilns. Thus this site fits the profile of an early Romano British site with both pottery and metal working processes
present, subsequently demolished and overlain with a cemetery possibly starting 2nd to 4th century. It has been argued that demolished kiln
sites were ideal for use as burial sites in preference to good agricultural land, which was at a premium. Unfortunately there is apparently no
surviving archaeological material from the excavation, that supports the dating, although 2ⁿ� - 4��C coins have been reported to have been
found in the vicinity ref. (GSMR6682)
We (GADARG) undertook to do a geophysical resistivity survey in the hope of finding the signature for the Saxon Chapel thought to be in this
field, so chose to survey as close to the cemetery as possible. As far as the chapel goes the results were not encouraging. However we created
a composite of the original cemetery and the survey results, ref. Map above. On reviewing the results one of our members hypothesised that
there are faint linear features on the plots and potential pits and ditches consistent with the Roman occupation of the site. I would expect any
Roman archaeology signature to be faint since from the kiln evidence I believe that the archaeology is at least 1 - 1.5 metres below the surface.
The possible pits/ditches are highlighted in blue and the possible trackways in red. It is interesting to note that the line of the burials in the
cemetery is parallel to the line of the hypothesised east west trackways. A previously recorded characteristic of Roman burial sites is their
alignment with pre-existing man made features
One unusual feature of the cemetery is the overlaying of some burials in two or three tiers. It would be of immense interest to hear of any
other recorded early inhumation cemeteries, in our area ,with this characteristic.
We need to do a lot more work to prove all of this conclusively so any help from members in tracking down any material discovered in the
Chapel Hay area and supporting further archaeological work to this end, would be appreciated. References for the above article can be
forwarded to enquirers via the Hon. Secretary Marta Cock. For details see p5.

ARE YOU OUR NEW PUBLICITY OFFICER?

Mike Milward

Your committee has been working on ensuring the future of GADARG as a thriving organisation. One aspect which has come
under particular scrutiny has been the public face of GADARG and how to make us more visible. We are giving much attention
to the role of the website, but there are other less passive ways of attracting public attention to us and our activities, for
instance: use of local noticeboards in libraries, supermarkets etc; advertising with local newspapers and broadcasters; contacts
with schools and universities. All this needs coordinating, which would be best achieved by the appointment of a dedicated
Publicity Officer. Are there any members reading this Newsletter who feel they would like to contribute to the future success
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UPDATE ON GLOUCESTERSHIRE COUNTY COUNCIL ARCHAEOLOGY SERVICE

Marta Cock

At the time of publication we understand that GCCAS staffing will, as planned, be reduced to five. We do not yet know who will
have these jobs. Together with national archaeology organisations we made the case, without success, for allowing the
Archaeology Service to continue to be allowed to bid for external funding. Discussion between Senior County Council Offiicers
and representatives of GADARG and the Bristol & Gloucestershire Archaeological Society (BGAS) indicate the possibility of
establishing a Gloucestershire Archaeology Partnership including representatives of GCC with hopefully the participation of
e.g. English Heritage and the CBA, provided there are no implications for County Council financial or other support which will
definitely not be forthcoming. This means that voluntary organisations such as GADARG and BGAS might be the only routes
through which applications for funding projects such as Kingsholm could be made. Though GADARG Committee supports the
development of this Partnership because dialogue with the County Council is better than none we doubt that we could or even
should apply for and manage large projects such as Kingsholm. If we did we would have to become very different.

THE HERITAGE LOTTERY FUNDED: HISTORY ON YOUR DOORSTEP PROJECT

Anna Morris

The project has now been running for a little over a year and so far we have provided free archaeological training sessions to just over
1000 people.
Our last big dig was held at the former Civil Service playing field site on Estcourt Road during October 2012 and we had over 150 people visit
the dig and 50 volunteers excavate the site.
After it had been carefully washed, counted and weighed
the pottery was sent off for analysis. 74% (837 sherds) of the
pottery was found to be Roman in date. Imported pottery
was represented by 26 sherds of Samian ware, the majority
of which is from Southern Gaul and dates from the 1��
century AD. One sherd has part of the potter’s stamp on it.
10 sherds of pottery are from a type of storage jar, or
amphora, from Southern Spain and would have been used
for transporting olive oil. Two of these sherds are from
amphora from Cadiz and would have contained fish-sauce.
This was a staple of the Roman diet and was made from raw
fish, salt and herbs and was more popular than tomato
ketchup is today! This imported pottery also dates to the 1��
century AD.
Military pottery (we are looking for the first Roman fort in
Kingsholm after all) made up around one third of the Roman
material. These pots are likely to have been fired in military
kilns sited within the fort to supply the army. One particularly
interesting sherd is from a face pot which has part of an eye
and eyebrow showing. These pots date to a very limited time period from immediately post conquest (AD43) to pre-Flavian (AD65 to AD70).

Other interesting finds include a Roman painted glass bead and large pieces of very fragile painted wall plaster, some of which have now
been pieced back together at our stores on Alvin Street.
The next dig is planned for the end of February in a back garden on Kingsholm Road so we will hopefully be able to improve our knowledge
of the archaeology of this part of Kingsholm and add to what we found at the playing field site.
The project will end in June this year with an exhibition at Gloucester City Museum and Art Gallery on Brunswick Road but if this article has
fired your imagination and you want to have a go there is still time to get involved!
For more information on the project or to find out how to get involved contact Anna Morris on 01452 426245 or
anna.morris@gloucestershire.gov.uk or visit www.kingsholm.info

A surprising new dimension to the current Kingsholm: History on Your
Doorstep project was the discovery of a local group called the Claphamites.
A small area of Kingsholm was, and by some still is, known as Clapham. The
area was cleared by the City Council in the 1950s and 1960s and new houses
and flats built. The families who had lived there were re-housed around the
city. A small group of these people still meet once a month in the Spartans
rugby club on Sebert Street. Over the years they have collected around 600
old photographs and newspaper clippings of the area and the people who
lived there. Most of these images were unlabelled.
A member of the Kingsholm community group contacted me to ask if we
would be interested in recording the details of the photographs as part of the
project. So now each month a small group of volunteers visits the Clapham
meeting and records the memories of the attendees.
Another member of the community group has painstakingly scanned all of
the images so that they can now be projected onto a big screen to make
looking at, and identifying, people and places much easier.
At a recent public event held at the Kingsholm and Wotton Neighbourhood
Partnership rooms some new photographs were brought in to be scanned
and recorded which was very exciting.
If you have any memories of Clapham or want to get involved in the project
by either helping to identify the people shown on the photographs or
recording other people’s memories as above contact Anna Morris on 01452
426245 or anna.morris@gloucestershire.gov.uk or visit www.kingsholm.info
The geophysical survey training as part of the
Kingsholm: History on Your Doorstep project is
still ongoing. In two recent sessions about half
of the former Civil Service playing field site was
surveyed with volunteers from the community
group. Further sessions are planned in the near
future to complete the survey.
Other areas that have also been surveyed as
part of the project include the Sebert Street
recreation ground (see below), Kingsholm
Square tennis courts and garden, part of
Kingsholm Primary School playing field and also
a number of back gardens in Dean’s Way. The
results are currently being processed and
analysed and a report will be available at the
end of the project in June 2013.

Resistivity survey training at the former Civil Service playing field site on Estcourt Road.

So far around 100 people have taken part in
the training using a resistivity meter. If you
would like to get involved or find out more
about the project once again contact Anna.
The results shown above on the Sebert Street
recreation ground are actually a post war rose
memorial garden as seen on a 1955 aerial
photograph of the area shown below.

BRISTOL & GLOUCESTERSHIRE ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY

John Loosley

BAGENDON. BGAS will be having an Open Day at the Bagendon dig on Saturday 13 July as part of the CBA Festival of Archaeology.
Details are yet to be arranged. For further information tel
BGAS will also be sponsoring a talk by Tom Moore on the latest findings at Bagendon at the Corinium Museum on Thursday
28 November 2013

CORINIUM MUSEUM LAUNCHES APP

Amanda Hart

Corinium Museum’s ‘Romans’ app for iPhone, iPad, Android phones and tablets brings the sites and objects of Roman Cirencester
or Corinium Dobunorum together in a way that has never been possible before. The Museum recruited local company TapMob
to design and develop the first Museum app which is due to be launched at the beginning of March.
‘Romans’ includes an enhanced Museum Tour, Town Tour and a Learning Zone, perfect for a visitor to Cirencester, locals wanting
to find out more about their town, or anyone interested in Roman history.
The Museum Tour tells you about the earliest military occupation of Corinium, how it developed, what it was like to live there,
who lived there and the eventual decline of the town. It includes artists’ impressions of what the town and its people looked like
and photographs of objects found during excavations in the town, now on display in the Museum. For Museum visitors the “find
object” tool enables easy location of each of the objects shown.
The Town Tour uses GPS navigation to pin point your location within the town as it is now and as it was laid out by the Romans.
The main Roman sites are represented including the Amphitheatre, Forum Basilica, Town Defences, Fort and a Town House.
Supported by artists’ impressions of what the buildings looked like, hear archaeologists talking about the excavations, see
photographs of the excavations taking place and find out what objects were discovered at each of the sites. You can also follow
a walking tour around the town to visit the different sites.
The Learning Zone is ideal for anyone teaching the Romans or for children studying the Romans in school. Use ‘Romans’ as a
stand-alone app or project it on to a whiteboard for an entire class to take part. There is an interactive quiz about Roman
Cirencester and it is full of exciting activities to try your hand at with an information pack included. ‘Romans’ will be available
to purchase in the Apple App store and Google Play store from the beginning of March. For more information contact the Corinium
Museum museum@cotswold.gov.uk or phone 01285 655611. Also see http://coriniummuseum.org/

THE WALLED GARDEN PROJECT AT THE MUSEUM IN THE PARK, STROUD

Kevin Ward

The Walled Garden which adjoins the Museum in the Park, Stroud is currently derelict and has been for some time. The Garden
is Grade II listed and is approximately 50x40 metres (around half an acre). Archaeological evaluation work conducted in 2006
concluded that the original date of the walled garden is unknown. It is probably from the late 18th century and is first mentioned
in an 1802 advert. No evidence was found for early archaeological activity on the site or evidence for a 17th century formal
garden. Inside the Garden there was probably a cross of paths and definitely a 3.6m diameter brick built dipping pond.
When the Museum moved to the setting 12 years ago a potential entrance into the Garden was built into the reception area but
not developed further. With the support of the Friends of the Museum the aim of the Walled Garden Project is to open this
resource to the community and offer new learning and public programming opportunities. To this end in 2012 the Museum team
and the Friends worked with experts to develop a master plan for the space that will see the Garden return to public use.
In January 2013, Stroud District Council approved £60,000 capital to help lever in external funding for the project. This wonderful
news was hotly followed a few weeks later by an award of £250,000 for a multi-use learning space within the Walled Garden by
the Gloucestershire Environmental Trust with landfill tax contributions donated by Cory Environmental, the largest ever awarded
by the Trust.
The master plan keeps the cross paths and dipping pond. It is designed to be flexible and offer a range of learning and
programming opportunities connected with the existing Museum and collections.
More funding is needed, but it is hoped that with further support and fundraising, work can start later this year. For more
information or to donate please contact the Friends of the Museum on 01453 763394, e-mail museum@stroud.gov.uk and visit
www.museuminthepark.org.uk

FRIENDS OF DEERHURST CHURCH ANNUAL LECTURE REVISED DATE 20th April 2013
St Mary’s Church, Deerhurst at 7.30pm
ST AELFHEAH, FROM DEERHURST TO MARTYRDOM: MILLENIAL REFLECTIONS
Professor Nicholas Brooks, University of Birmingham
Tickets: £5 - Students £3, on the door or visit www.deerhurstfriends.co.uk

DAY TRIP: SALISBURY PLAIN TRAINING AREA Sunday 2 June 2013 Cost £21.50
The Ministry of Defence owns a large area of Salisbury Plain, which has been retained for military training since before World
War II. There is a wealth of archaeological sites of all periods in this beautiful area which have been protected from damage
by modern agriculture, and which are now under the care of the professional archaeologist Richard Osgood (formerly of South
Gloucestershire), MOD's Senior Historic Advisor. Richard will guide us on a tour of sites in the Tilshead area, beginning with a
long barrow and the Roman village at Chapperton Down, and going on to include Imber church, with its well-preserved wall
paintings and bell peal, Bronze Age barrows, an Iron Age hillfort and a further Roman village on top of Bronze Age remains at
Knook. We shall move from site to site by coach, and since there are no pubs within the military area, it will be necessary to
bring a packed lunch. Pick up by Marchants Coaches will be 08.00am from St Georges Road, Cheltenham, and 08.20am from
Oxstalls Campus in Gloucester. Return trip will start at approx 5.00pm, aiming to be back in Gloucester/Cheltenham around
7.00-7.30pm.
To book, send your cheque to Marta Cock, 8 Churchfield Road, Stroud, GL5 1EQ. Acknowledgement will be made by email
but for those of you who require it by post, please enclose a SAE.

EVENING TRIPS
Wednesday 22 May
Chipping Campden
A walking tour of this historic and well-preserved Cotwold town, looking at buildings of many periods and learning about them
and their history from our guides, who will be provided from the Cotswold Wardens. Please note that the tour will not include
the church, which is not open in the evenings. There should be adequate parking in the main street, but if not parking is
signposted in the school carpark in Mill Lane. Meet at the Market Hall at 7.00pm.
Tuesday 11 June
Purton Hulks
A chance to visit the Purton hulks in the company of Paul Barnett, who provided us with a fascinating illustrated lecture on
them in the last programme. He will give us a guided tour of the hulks in situ, pointing out the most prominent of the surviving
vessels and telling us about the conservation issues. Purton can be reached from the A38 via either Slimbridge or Berkeley and
there is a car park opposite Purton church, meet there at 6.45pm.
Saturday 22 June
St Mary's Church, Fairford
The early 16th century stained glass windows of this church are world-renowned; the 28 windows present a sequence of biblical
events and are almost unique as a survival of the period. St Mary's will provide us with a guide for a 1½ hour tour of the
windows; to get the benefit of full daylight, this will be an afternoon visit beginning at 2.30pm. Meet at the church. I am advised
that street parking nearby should not be a problem as most shops are closed on a Saturday afternoon.
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GADARG’s Day Trip 2012
GADARG members on our 2012 fieldtrip to Stanton Drew where Richard Sermon Archaeological
Officer for Bath & NE Somerset, GADARG member and former Gloucester City Archaeologist,
brought us up-to-date on the latest archaeology and interpretations of this vast monument.
This is The Cove, our first meeting point , possibly the remains of a large long barrow.

OTHER COMMITTEE MEMBERS:
Les Comtesse, Terry Moore-Scott,
John Rhodes, Tony Roberts

BEING A VOLUNTEER AT GOODRICH CASTLE

Helen Roberts

Goodrich castle is situated south-west of Ross on Wye. It was thought that the original castle was a motte and bailey structure
built by Godric Mappestone and mentioned in the Domesday Survey of 1086 as a “simple enclosure and watch tower”. The
3-storey keep is thought to be built out of quarried stone from over the River Wye in the Forest of Dean, hence its grey colour.
The rest of the castle is the traditional pink sandstone of the area. One day when visiting it I jokingly asked if there were any jobs,
and was grabbed immediately to be a volunteer with English Heritage’s Discovery Visits! After training I can now lead a Key Stage
1 (aged 4-7) and support my favourite Key Stage 2 (aged 7 to 11).
In 1204 the castle was given to William Marshall, Earl of Pembroke by King John. William and Isobel had 8 children but their 4
sons died childless so the castle was passed on to William de Valence (half-brother to Henry III) and his wife Joan. They set about
rebuilding the castle's defences and domestic accommodation. In particular they did extensive work around 1280 to the bases
of the corner towers which form spurs, designed to prevent undermining.
The visits are organised via the English Heritage website for classes interested in medieval history and castles. Some of the
children know nothing of castles or medieval life and this is a surprise to them! We talk to them about life in the castle around
1290AD with the feudal system and how it affected everyone who lived and worked there. We do a little “dressing up” and serve
a feast to William Marshall and his family. The children are particularly amused by the gongfarmer and his son! The adults are
encouraged to join in with the entertainment which would have been available at the feasts. We also look at what vegetables
would have been available at the time, and talk about food.
I enjoy the volunteering immensely. I have a costume provided by English Heritage aka 1290 and my own cloak. We bring “life”
to the castle and a lot of visitors appreciate this. It is good to get way from the 21�� Century and often find it difficult to get back
into modern day living for at least 24 hours!

RICHARD III

Terry Moore-Scott

Given the current topicality of Richard III, we draw your attention to an article written by local historian Arthur Dodd
and published in Glevensis no. 17 (1983) entitled "Richard III - An Assessment". Not only is it a well-researched and
written product but it deals in a very readable way with Richard, his status as monarch, the circumstances of his
demise and, of course, his close connections with Gloucester as its Duke. Also, given that it was written 30 years ago,
it chimes surprisingly well with present-day thinking about Richard. See www.gadarg.org.uk/glevensis/jnl17.pdf or
those of you without internet access copies of Glevensis are kept in Gloucestershire Archives, Alvin Street, Gloucester.

MARYBORNE PARK

John Rhodes

After besieging Gloucester Castle in 1264 Prince Edward, the future Edward I, drove a ditch through what is now a car park for
county council staff in Quay Street. The Llanthony Priory terrier of 1442 lists houses that were destroyed thereby. The priory
was furious that the borough council had seized the ditch as wasteland and let it to the butchers’ guild as a dump for offensive
waste. In the 17�� Century the council renamed it Maryborne Park and relet it as eight building plots. Each lessee was to erect
a house at least 20ft high to the wall-plate And set it back so that Quay Street could be widened to 30ft. Presently the council
renewed the leases with precise locations and measurements of what had been built: one house was timber but most were
brick, with brick garden walls. At the top of the street the New Bear, an inn with 18 hearths, had a wash-house and a large stable.
I hope to add details to my edition of the terrier for the Gloucestershire Record Series. All were pulled down two centuries later
when a gasworks spread over the site, itself replaced by factories that were demolished for the car park.

OAKRIDGE HISTORY GROUP

John Loosley

Oakridge History Group has now received a grant from the Heritage Lottery Fund to carry out a community archaeology project
to find out more about the Lillyhorn Roman Villa first excavated in 1845. Work will start on geophysical survey and field walking
in 2013. If GADARG members want to be kept in touch with the project and any opportunities to be involved then they should
email me at john@loosleyj.freeserve.co.uk or phone: 01285760460. I will keep the blog I have started updated with news so
please visit http://oakridgearchaeology.wordpress.com
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